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 About Louise
 Louise is a consummate educator  and committed to life-long learning. Every

day is full of life- lessons and she shares them in her writing, speaking and

online content.

Education is Key

As an entrepreneur for her own brand, Signing Families (tm), Louise was able to

build her company to great success. Now she shares her digital expertise with

others and is able to create realistic and meaninful strategies and creative 

 content that have client's touting kudos to others. 

Strategist and Producer

Integrity, compassion and a healthy dose of humor are all important  in a world

where we tend to forget these values.  Louise incorporates these values daily to

her work and home life and also believes in working collaboratively, respectfully

and transparently. 

Integrity - Transparency - Humor 

Tips For Modern Day Parents



Samples of where Louise has contributed 



  Samples of online content for a single campaign 

BILLBOARD 

 CAMAIGN



Louise's Social  Sphere of Influence



Louise has created programs and products to ease communication between 
First Responders and individuals who use Sign Language 

or speak Spanish or Chinese. .



Tips For Modern Day Parents

Telling the story 

Interviewing Stephen Weber at the

2018 Emmy Awards Gifiting Suite.

 Launching a product

 Strategies for media buzz often

include a personal touch- such as

this event for a book launch.

 Live Appearances  

  Relating an experience to create a

larger audience for a brand.

Louise as a Social Media Correspondent
/ Media Producer



 "A media kit is simply a snapshot about a person. I believe that to
really learn about someone you have to communicate directly with

them.   That is why talking by phone/ signing by Facetime or Skype or
email gives a more valuable an opportunity to connect!   

louisemasinsattler@gmail.com  443-255-7759 Los Angeles   LouiseMasinSattler

Tips For Modern Day Parents

 LouiseSattler.co
m



Connect with Louise on 
Social Media 

 
/SigningFamilies.LouiseSattler

@LouiseASL

AND.... /LouiseSattlerConsulting
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